Open de Belgique
Discharge
I, the undersigned ……………………………………….., declare on the honor
assured being of civil liability, and discharges the belgian kyokushin
organisation, the IKO Belgium, of all the consequences which would result from my
participation in the tournament called "Open de Belgique Kyokushinkai 20......".

I certify by the present one, to have taken perfect knowledge of the rules of this
tournament.

Fact with ………………, it …………

Signature (preceded by the mention « read and approved »)

IKO Belgium
Sensei Domenico Firenze
domenicofirenze@ikobelgium.com
0032/479 92 01 59

Open de Belgique
Authorization of pictures
I, the undersigned: ...………..………………………………………..…………………………………..
Resident with: .…………………………………………………………………………………………...
Admit being informed by the association IKO Belgium that my public participation in the Open de
Belgique Kyokushinkai of 20.... could be the subject of photographs and audio-visual recording. I am
informed which these photographs could be published and which recording will be able to give place to a
diffusion on one or more chains TV and to a recording on a video.
By the present one, I authorize IKO Belgium to be reproduced and make represent any picture of my person
who would be taken at the time of « Open de Belgique » and for one unlimited period.
Consequently, IKO Belgium will be able to publish the photographs of my picture taken at the time of this
demonstration, by way of press, edition, posts, web site, for unlimited period.
IKO Belgium will be able to also yield these photographs to partners presses whithin the framework of
promotion of « Open de Belgique » or for a demonstration organised by it. To in no case the photographs
will not be able to give place to an advertising use other than promotion of the magazines published by it, of
the demonstrations which it organizes and of the Martial arts in general.
In the same way, IKO Belgium will be able to make diffuse my image by television way and on video for
one unlimited period.
This authorization having for goal to allow the promotion of my services, no counterpart will be poured to
me by IKO Belgium.

Fact with ………………, it …………

Signature (preceded by the mention « read and approved »)

IKO Belgium
Sensei Domenico Firenze
domenicofirenze@ikobelgium.com
0032/479 92 01 59

